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Abstract: Cells of a prototype powered wheelchair can be designed in various connections
to provide different supply voltages which has impact on the efficiency of other wheelchair
drive elements. The impact of cell configuration and resulting battery voltage on overall
efficiency of power elements have been studied to determine the optimal configuration and
voltage of the pack. A brief description of a battery energy storage system was given, and
main requirements and variables were introduced to reveal the flexibility of the battery
design. The efficiency versus supply voltage plots of a drive converter and battery charger
were presented and discussed to find the optimal battery voltage. The motor design was
analyzed from the fill factor perspective. The calculated efficiency parameters of all drive
power elements were used to discuss and select an optimal battery cell configuration.
Key words: batteries, efficiency, electric vehicles, motor drives, personal mobility

1. Introduction

Power wheelchairs and other powered personal mobility aids can improve life quality of an
increasing amount of human population [1, 2]. The elderly and persons with medical conditions
are users of such devices. Advances in motor design, power electronics and battery technology
permit improvement of such vehicles [3, 4].

Battery is one of the key points of personal mobility as it determines the driving range and
price if high-cost high-performance battery technologies are used. While market analysis [5]
show that lead-acid batteries are still the main energy storage solution for powered wheelchairs,
the research is focusing on products which use state-of-art lithium-ion batteries [6, 7]. The use
of small capacity (< 4 Ah) cells gives a degree of freedom when designing a battery pack. Such
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cells can be arranged in various configurations to produce different voltages. This results in the
necessity to assess the impact of battery configuration on other drive system components: a drive
converter, motor and battery charger – a battery driven approach [8, 9]. Due to high costs, sizing
and configuration of the battery is critical in other applications such as microgrids as well [10, 11].
Research is being carried out to improve and adjust motors to suit the needs of small vehicles and
mobility devices [12, 13].

This research is a part of a lager project and the goal is to develop a modular power wheelchair
which can be modified during final assembly to match the needs of user [14]. The control and user
interface development is considered in [15]. Here the relevant initial data is related to the drive-
power performance of the wheelchair: speed, range, acceleration, climbing capability, charging
time of the battery. From previous work, it is expected for a wheelchair to have at least a 15 km
driving range. The top speed will be at least 8 km/h while the drive will require no more than
320 W of power. There will be two separate drives each consisting of a motor, drive converter and
battery. The motor will be able to produce at least 80 Nm torque when accelerating and climbing.
The charging time will not be more than 3 h. These set-goal parameters are used as the initial data
for this paper to design the battery: determine the required number of cells and their connections
which sets the nominal supply voltage and current.

The paper is organized in seven sections: an introduction, which highlights the topicality and
reasoning of this research; a battery energy storage system section, which is used to determine the
required number of cells and to estimate internal battery losses depending on the cell connection
configuration; a traction motor section, which discusses how battery voltage selection affects
motor performance and construction; a drive converter section, in which calculations are made to
estimate how nominal battery voltage affects converter efficiency; a battery charger section which
similarly estimates efficiency of the battery charger; a discussion section uses information from
the previous sections to provide a reasonable configuration of the cell connections; a conclusion
section sums up all results and gives final remarks regarding the relevant design details of the
battery pack.

2. Battery energy storage system

Here, the term battery energy storage system (BESS) is used to describe a set of elements which
are related to energy storage. The elements of the BESS are: battery cells, cell interconnections,
housing, a battery management system (BMS), charger, communication module, user application.

Li-ion cells can be commercially obtained in different cell shapes and chemistries. Energy
density becomes more important when cell shape is considered. Pouch shape cells would be the
best choice as the amount of packaging material is minimal and the gap between neighboring
cells is small however the dimensions vary from model to model and from manufacturer to
manufacturer. This shape can be used effectively for the optimal design. However, during initial
research and development steps it is beneficial to use a shape that is standardized – with fixed
dimensions and widely available models from different manufacturers. Due to these reasons
18650-type shape (18 × 65 mm cylinder) is selected for the project.

The wheelchair concept is to use two symmetric standalone drives with dedicated battery
ports and battery packs. From the weight perspective, the battery pack should weigh as little as
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possible so that the user is able to move the pack with a single arm. The battery will have at least
300 charge/discharge cycles [16] while capacity will be at least 300 Wh (Etotal).

Market analysis [5] shows that several 18 650 shape models are available at capacities of 3 Ah
(Ccell) and more. Typical nominal voltage is 3.6 V (Ucell). Using (1) it can be calculated that 28
cells (ncell) are needed to achieve the set capacity requirement.

ncell =
Etotal

Ucell · Ccell
. (1)

If the number of cells and their model have been selected, then one can select nominal voltage
of the pack. An all-parallel configuration would produce 3.6 V while series connection would
produce 100.8 V. Using (2) one can calculate battery losses

(
Pbatt_loss

)
which depends on battery

current (Ibatt) and battery internal resistance (Rbatt).

Pbatt_loss = I2
batt · Rbatt . (2)

Current depends on produced power and voltage which in turn depends on cell configuration.
Equation (3) on the left shows current calculation for series connection while calculation on the
right produces current for parallel connection.

Ibatt =
Pbatt

Ucell · ncell
, Ibatt =

Pbatt

Ucell
. (3)

Each cell of the battery has its own internal resistance (Rcell). Equation (4) on the left produces
total battery resistance for series connection while the left calculation produces resistance of
parallel connection.

Rbatt = Rcell · ncell , Rbatt =
Rcell

ncell
. (4)

If (3) and (4) are inserted in (2) then the left side of (5) describes battery losses for series
connection while the right side for parallel connection.

P2
batt · Rcell · ncell

U2
cell · n

2
cell

=
P2

batt · Rcell

U2
cell · ncell

. (5)

Equation (5) is linear since Pbatt and Ucell can be considered constant for this calculation. This
means that battery losses do not depend on cell interconnections. From this perspective one could
use any cell interconnection scheme. However, resulting nominal battery voltage can have effect
on the efficiency and other parameters of remaining drive elements.

3. Traction motor

The design includes two motors – one for each rear wheel. Each motor is to be driven by
an individual drive converter and battery pack. Motors will be designed as permanent magnet
synchronous motors. The nominal voltage of the motor can be adjusted to match the one provided
by the battery, thus an analysis of the motor design must be made to find the optimal voltage.
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3.1. Main design boundaries
Basic motor specification values are the rated active power, rotational speed and voltage. The

choice of voltage determines the required current to obtain the torque and power of the motor.
The first step of the analysis is to select the values of electromagnetic loads – induction in the air
gap Bδ, T and linear load A. The linear load is determined by the current of all armature winding
turns per unit length of the stator circumference:

A =
2mωIa
πD

, (6)

where m is the number or phases, ω is the angular frequency, Ia is the armature current, D is the
stator diameter.

The induction in the air gap is chosen so that the induction in the teeth does not exceed
1.4−1.8 T, and the linear load should be no more than 40 000 A/m [17].

However, for estimating electrical losses in the conductors with the known cross section it is
recommended to use this value as the current density:

ja =
Ia

Swwoi
, (7)

where ja is the armature current density, Swwoi is the wire cross section without insulation. It is
proportional to the magnitude of the linear load A ∼ Ja.

3.2. Armature winding slot distribution
Distributed and concentrated armature windings are considered. Conductors laid in the groove

are unevenly spaced across its cross section, leaving unfilled spaces. This circumstance must be
considered when determining the dimensions of the slot. If the slot is filled with a round conductor,
then it can be calculated:

kfill =
nsld2

wwi
Ssli

, (8)

where kfill is the slot fill factor, nsl is the number of slot wires, dwwi is the wire diameter with
insulation, Ssli is the insulated slot cross section.

Calculation of the fill factor gives a value of 0.785. However, a value of 0.75 is considered the
most realistic for concentrated single-layer windings. The slot filling factor varies in the aisles of
0.65−0.68 for distributed windings.

When a wire is divided into elementary conductors, the fill factor drops sharply and is
compared with the factor for distributed windings. However, maintaining a single conductor
increases the frontal parts of the windings by increasing the allowable bending radius.

For reasons of manufacturing technology, concentrated windings are made with division into
layers horizontally. The second variant with vertical winding separation [18] makes it possible
to reduce the frontal parts and increase the slot filling, however, such windings are more labor-
intensive in manufacturing. A slot fill factor was analyzed using conditions: constant dimensions
of the motor at given power rating; constant torque. Nominal voltage is the variable parameter.
For low rotational speed motors, linear load is recommended to be no more than 14.0 A/m [19].
Exceeding the linear load will reduce the efficiency of the motor and use of materials. In turn,
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the slots of the motor remain unchanged and if the voltage is reduced then it is impossible to
place the wire in the slot of the motor. The analysis confirmed that a motor can be designed if the
nominal voltage is in the range of 18 V to 36 V. A slot fill factor limits motor design as shown
in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Calculated linear load (grey) and armature slot fill factor (black)

4. Drive converter

A typical converter topology choice is a voltage source inverter which will be directly fed
from the battery pack. The nominal voltage of the battery pack has direct impact on the electrical
parameters of the inverter. If a converter will consume 320 W from the battery pack and the
battery can be designed to have nominal voltage from 3.6 V to 36 V then there will be 89 A
to 9 A nominal input current (Inom). An analysis of commercially available switches has been
performed to estimate switch losses versus nominal battery voltage. Silicon N-Chanel MOSFETs
which are actively produced were used for the analysis. For each nominal voltage level (of total 10
levels) semiconductors were first filtered to have at least the required current level and minimal
breakdown voltage must be at least two times higher than that of the fully charged battery pack.
In most cases at least a dozen switches were selected to perform power loss calculation according
to [20]. Typical buck converter signal waveforms were used to simplify calculations. Conduction
losses Pcon were calculated using (6) where RDSon is the drain-source on-resistance at 10 V
gate-source voltage and Inom is the nominal current.

Pcon = RDSon · I2
nom . (9)

Switching losses Psw are calculated using (7) where Eon is the energy loss per turn-on, Eoff is
the energy loss per turn-off and EMrr is the energy loss of reverse recovery of the diode. 100 kHz
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switching frequency fsw was used for all calculations.

Psw =
(
Eon + Eoff + EMrr

)
· fsw . (10)

Eon is calculated using (8) where Ufull is full charging voltage, Inom is nominal current, tri is
rise time of current and tfu is fall time of voltage. Eoff is calculated in a similar manner except that
tri is replaced by tfi (current fall time) and tfu is replaced by tru (voltage rise time).

Eon = Udd · Inom ·
tri + tfu

2
+Qrr ·Ufull . (11)

The voltage rise and fall times were calculated according to (9), where gate-drain capacitance
(CGD) value was obtained from the datasheet capacitance variation graph. Datasheet current rise
(tri) and fall (tfi) times is far from an optimal, a better approach would be to use rise and fall times
which are calculated using methods given in [21] and [22].

tfu =
(
Ufull − RDSon · Inom

)
· Rg ·

CGD

UDr −Uplateau
. (12)

Calculations were performed on several switches with lowest RDSon value, several switches
with lowest total gate charge value, and on several switches with lowest figure-of-merit value
which is multiplication of RDSon and total gate charge values. After initial examination of the
results several more switches were hand-picked to find the ones with lowest losses. The obtained
loss calculation results are given in Fig. 2. A total of 10 loss groups were obtained – one for
each battery voltage level in 3.6 V steps. Only five lowest loss switch models are presented in
the figure to provide estimation of the best-case situation. It can be concluded that above 7.2 V
nominal voltage, the configuration of the battery pack has no impact on the losses of the drive’s
semiconductor switches.

Fig. 2. Calculated power loss (dots) and current (line) per switch at different nominal
battery voltages

The same MOSFET models were used to provide the 50-point cost graph shown in Fig. 3. The
line presents the average for each voltage group. It can be concluded that battery configuration does
not strongly affect the costs of MOSFETs for a drive converter if nominal voltage is above 7.2 V.
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Fig. 3. Price of selected MOSFETs (dots) and average price (line) at different
battery pack nominal voltages

5. Battery charger

One of the goals of the project is to design such a charging device which can simultaneously
charge both battery packs. It is intended to use multi-converter isolated SEPIC (single-ended
primary inductance converter) topology as shown in Fig. 4 and proposed in [23]. Generally,
a charger could be designed to any battery specification, however, for this project the charger
should be small in size to accomplish onboard charging while being housed in one of the armrests.
Losses should be minimized to reduce charger cooling requirements hence loss calculation was
performed. The AC side losses of the converter does not change if the output power remains
constant – the nominal charging power is 350 W per battery. The design and component selection
of the DC output side depends on the output voltage and current. As can be seen in Fig. 4, there
are four identical SEPICs. Each of them has two outputs. One output is connected to the first
battery while the other is connected to the second battery – converters are connected in parallel

Rec�fier

SEPIC 

converter

SEPIC 

converter

SEPIC 

converter

SEPIC 

converter

AC grid

Ba!ery 2

Ba!ery 1

Fig. 4. Proposed layout of charger configuration
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and they share a common set of output filter capacitors. Two outputs naturally operate to split
output power between both batteries: the battery with lower voltage will receive more power while
the other battery (with higher voltage) will charge slower. The remaining secondary side power
component is a rectifier diode which will be replaced with a synchronous rectification MOSFET
(metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor).

The selected MOSFETs of the previous section can be used in a synchronous rectification
mode for the charger. The top 5 MOSFETs of each voltage were used to calculate losses of the
charger output side. Even if just a single empty battery is connected to the charger it should be
charged with 350 W – the power of each converter would be one quarter of total or 87.5 W. This
power was used to calculate nominal current values of the rectifier switch at different battery
nominal voltages. The obtained current levels and power losses per switch are presented in Fig. 5.
It can be concluded that for battery voltage from 7.2 V to 36 V the losses are similar, and any
voltage can be used as the nominal. A small exception is 28.8 V, where losses are higher due to
the use of 80 V MOSFETs, which have higher RDSon value than 60 V MOSFETs, which were
used for 18–25.2 V nominal voltage calculations.

Fig. 5. Calculated power loss (dots) and current (line) per rectifier switch at different
nominal battery voltages

6. Discussion

The previous sections evaluated how power losses of a motor, drive converter and battery
charger change with respect to nominal voltage. The semiconductor loss calculation of a drive
converter and battery charger revealed that if the battery voltage is selected to be higher than
that of a single cell, the losses become almost constant (see drive losses in Table 1). The small
MOSFET cost variation does not have significant impact on the selection of nominal voltage.
The motor design calculations revealed that the voltage of the battery pack should be higher – at
least 18 V to reach reasonable slot fill factor value.
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The battery pack optimally consists of 28 cells (as established in the battery energy storage
system section). The standard describing wheelchair battery packs sets the maximum nominal
voltage to 36 V [16] albeit it covers only lead-acid based batteries and the limit is given for
the charger. A standard covering lithium-based battery technology for wheelchairs (ISO/AWI
7176-31) is currently under development. In the case of Li-ion cells full charge voltage would
reach 42 V if 10 cell series (10S) configuration is used to produce 36 V nominal voltage. This
configuration would require 3 parallel cells (3P) for each level to achieve required capacity and
symmetry at all levels thus the final configuration would be 10S3P and it would require 30 cells
in total. Additional two cells would increase total costs and size of the battery – a disadvantage.
Table 1. summarizes all configurations if a minimum of 28 cells at 3.6 V each is used. Only
four configurations use optimal 28 cells. 1S28P and 2S14P configurations are to be avoided due
to a high nominal current and resulting converter losses as indicated by the calculations of the
drive converter section. A full charge voltage of 9S4P and 10S3P configurations exceeds 36 V
– for safety, these configurations should be avoided as currently there is no standard describing
a wheelchair‘s lithium-based battery. This leaves 4S7P and 7S4P configurations. 4S7P should not
be used because a 14.4 V nominal voltage is not suitable for the motor design which requires the
voltage to be higher than 18 V. 7S4P configuration is the best choice as the nominal voltage is
high (current is low) and while losses and price of semiconductors are relatively low.

Table 1. Parameters of battery pack at different cell configurations

Nominal Full voltage Current Battery Required Drive Charger MOSFET
voltage (V) (V) (A) conf. cells losses losses price

3.6 4.2 88.9 1S28P 28 High High High

7.2 8.4 44.4 2S14P 28 Average Average Average

10.8 12.6 29.6 3S10P 30 Low Average Average

14.4 16.8 22.2 4S7P 28 Low Low Low

18 21 17.8 5S6P 30 Low Low Low

21.6 25.2 14.8 6S5P 30 Low Average Average

25.2 29.4 12.7 7S4P 28 Low Low Low

28.8 33.6 11.1 8S4P 32 Low Average Average

32.4 37.8 9.9 9S4P 36 Low Low Average

36 42 8.9 10S3P 30 Low Average Average

7. Conclusions

The efficiency of all wheelchair‘s power elements was used as the main criterion to evaluate
each of the possible cell configurations of the battery. This approach yielded limited results –
only the lowest voltage configurations were eliminated due to significantly higher losses and
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the unrealistic slot fill factor of the motor. If the nominal voltage is higher than 7.2 V, then
the absolute variation of semiconductor losses is minimal. However, this loss analysis can be
used for further research when designing given converters and selecting semiconductors. From
a motor design perspective, the battery voltage should be at least 18 V. The cost analysis of
semiconductors provided no additional selection information. During the discussion part, the
obvious conclusion was drawn that high current should be avoided as the conduction losses are
quadratically proportional to the current – battery pack voltage should be as high as possible.
The final cell configuration was based on the optimal cell count at maximal voltage. The 7S4P
configuration has advantages: 28 cells, voltage does not exceed 36 V during charging and a 25.2 V
battery pack is compatible with typically used 24 V systems which traditionally use two series
connected 12 V lead-acid batteries.
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